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Meeting Notes 
 

Purpose of Meeting Community Liaison Group Meeting – 23 

Project Moree Town Centre Bypass Project No  INO8662 

Prepared By Tim Rodham Phone No 1800 052 425 

Place of Meeting Moree Town & Country Club 
Frome Street, Moree 

Date 16 June 2009 
5.30pm–7.30pm 

Project website www.rta.nsw.gov.au/moreetowncentrebypass 

 
Present 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLG members 
Assef, Paul 
Grose, Bill 
Gunther, Ron 
Lysaught, Doug 
Lysaught, Sue 
Manchee, Geoff 
Mansfield, Brian 
Mitchell, Neville 
Reiner, Leo 
Schneebeli, Henri 
Shearer, Karen  
Tramby, John 
Woods, Allen 
 
 
 
 
 

Project Team 
Monica Lea - RTA  
Jeffrey Hall – RTA 
Robert Ausling – RTA 
Tim Rodham – Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) (left at 
7pm) 
Peter Glashoff – RTA Country West Road Service
Steve O‘Rourke – Environmental Management 
Representative (EMR) 
 
Guests 
April Guise – RTA (left at 7pm) 
Gordon Nixon – RTA 
Sam Brown – RTA 
 
 
 
Observers 
None 

Apologies CLG members 
Cr Claudia Gall 
(arrived about 
8pm) 

Project Team 
Nil 

 

Distribution 
All above  
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Welcome and agenda 
a) Monica Lea (RTA) introduced Ron Gunther as a new member of the 

Community Liaison Group (CLG). At CLG 22 it was noted that Peter 
Strang had resigned as the Chamber of Commerce representative. Mr 
Gunther was nominated to replace Mr Strang. 

b) Gordon Nixon (RTA Property Services Manager) was welcomed by the 
CLG. 

 

Matters from the last meeting 
CLG membership 

a) Brian Mansfield advised that his interest in the project still exists, 
however Mr Mansfield is often unable to attend meetings. After 
discussion it was agreed that Brian will remain on CLG.   

b) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) noted CLG 22 discussion regarding the importance of 
continuity of members and Steve O’Rourke provided further direction 
on CLG membership nominations: 

i. New members contribute to going forward. 
ii. Moree Plains Shire Council (MPSC) and other organisations position/ 

representation to transfer to an appropriate community member. 
They must have relevance to project and add value to the CLG. 

 

Contamination update 

a) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) noted that in September 2008 Mobil advised 
Department of Environment and Climate Change (DECC) that further 
contamination had been found.  

b) DECC has since declared the Former Golden Fleece site a Significant 
Risk of Harm and  Caltex agreed to investigate contamination. 

c) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) noted: 

i. Caltex has completed its contamination investigation but has not 
submitted a contamination report to DECC by the agreed date. 

ii. DECC will allow Caltex more time to submit the report.    

iii. New bores have been established across the Golden Fleece site 
and Caltex has sampled from these. 

iv. Caltex has told DECC that if, after its investigations have been 
conducted, it is shown that Caltex had caused the contamination 
then Caltex would decontaminate the site. 

d) A CLG participant asked what the process is for decontaminating 
water. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) informed the CLG that water decontamination 
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most often involves pumping and treating water for a long period (up 
to 20 to 30 years). 

e) A CLG participant questioned the potential harm to drinking water 
from the contamination. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) replied that at present there 
is no risk, however, this may change if the contamination keeps 
moving. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) advised that since the last meeting, the 
former Shell depot has also been declared by DECC as a significant 
risk of harm. 

f) A CLG participant raised the prospect of progressing with works on the 
southern section and proceed from both ends. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) 
advised that some minor work had been done at the southern end but 
that major work in this area would proceed only after the 
contamination issues had been addressed. Nevertheless the RTA is 
progressing, as far as possible, with further work at the northern end. 

g) Cr Tramby stated that he felt the entry statement work done at the 
southern end will be well received by the community. 

h) A CLG member inquired if the RTA would consider proceeding with the 
southern stage works but with a detour around the contamination. 
Jeffrey Hall (RTA) advised that this was an option considered in the 
proposed Gwydir Highway connection environmental assessment; 
however, it is not recommended. The RTA expects that the 
environmental assessment will be on public display in the coming 
months. 

i) A CLG participant inquired if the Caltex report accepted liability for 
the contamination could the RTA then proceed to build the bypass? 
Jeffrey Hall (RTA) replied that this would remove a major obstacle but 
there were still other issues, including increased costs resulting from the 
delays. The bypass is Federally funded with a current approved budget 
is $56.2 million. 

j) Cr Tramby asked how much the delays had cost to date given that 
construction cost increases were running at five to ten percent per 
annum and this means that the current budget will not be adequate. 
Jeffrey Hall (RTA) agreed but advised that he was not able to 
comment further.  

 
Tennis club relocation 

a) The CLG was advised of meetings to be held on 17 June 2009, with the 
tennis club, MSPC and caravan park. Once these meetings have 
occurred, the tennis club will be able to relocate. However, the rail car 
park will not be relocated at this stage. 

b) Later in the meeting, following another question about the tennis 
courts, the CLG was advised that the RTA would give money for the 
tennis club relocation but that this would be held in trust by MPSC. 
Jeffrey Hall (RTA) stated the RTA has agreed to relocation, rather than 
a lesser compensation amount, because it appreciates the benefit 
such a facility will continue to provide to people of east Moree. 
 

Contaminated acquisitions update 
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a) A CLG participant questioned why the RTA had not purchased the 
contaminated properties three years ago when it was possibly 
cheaper. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) responded that if the RTA had purchased 
the land earlier it may then have been left with the decontamination 
costs and the Federal funding provided cannot be spent on 
decontamination. 

b) RTA is continuing its negotiations with Rail Infrastructure Corporation 
(RIC).   

 
Northern stage construction update 

 
a) Peter Glashoff (RTA) informed the CLG that: 

i. Mehi River bridge is scheduled for completion in approximately 
three weeks time. 

ii. Minor construction issues have prevented the sealing of 
Gwydirfield Road; however, this work will commence within the 
next few weeks followed by earthworks near Gwydirfield House. 

iii. Work on the northern intersection is continuing to progress with 
kerb, medians and safety barrier to be done soon. 

iv. The northern intersection will not be opened to traffic until 
connection is made south of the Mehi River because of safety 
concerns. 

b) A CLG participant questioned why, on the northern intersection, there 
is a big ramp up into the air and if there is clearance to power lines. 
Jeffrey Hall (RTA) stated that there is clearance to power lines and the 
ramp is necessary to maintain a safe sight distance to the intersection. 

c) Cr Tramby questioned when construction of the northern stage would 
be finalised. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) replied that this work is scheduled for 
completion later this year; however, this may be extended if the work 
was to continue south of the Mehi River to Alice Street.  

d) However, Jeffrey Hall (RTA) emphasised that there will be no 
commencement of works along Alice Street at this stage (ie the 
proposed Gwydir Highway connection). This work will only follow 
consultation with the community including the MPSC and will then 
require Department of Planning (DoP) approval. The RTA expects that 
the proposed Gwydir Highway connection environmental assessment 
will be on public display in the coming months. 

e) Cr Tramby declared that the MPSC will not support the Gwydir 
Highway connection unless a contract is awarded for the full southern 
section. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) noted this comment and observed that a 
central objective of the bypass is to remove 1600 heavy vehicles per 
day from the town centre. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) said that it could be 
unfortunate to temporarily abandon the road and bridge work already 
completed when they could be possibly connected to the Gwydir 
Highway and opened to traffic. This would divert heavy vehicles from 
the town centre and improve safety.  

f) Many CLG participants agreed with Cr Tramby and suggested that 
pressure must be put on the government to complete the southern 
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works and the embarrassment of a “road and bridge going nowhere” 
is the only leverage. 

g) A CLG participant recommended that representative from the RIC 
attend the CLG meeting. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) emphasised that the RTA is 
in continual communication with all relevant parties to ensure the 
progression of the project timeframes, including facilitating a ministerial 
discussion on the project.  

 
Southern section design 

a) Tim Rodham (SKM) explained design features of the southern section 
including: 

i. Frome Street intersection 
ii. Entry statements  
iii. Spa bath area 
iv. Artists impression of the proposed heritage precinct 
v. Signalised intersection 
vi. Drainage basin to River Street 

b) Tim Rodham (SKM) highlighted the urban design and landscaping plan 
had been updated and no longer included Flame trees in Alice Street 
near Gosport Street due to road design constraints. 

c) Concerns were raised by the CLG regarding anti-social behaviour at 
the heritage precinct area.  It was noted vegetation may block the 
view from Gosport Street to the concrete area which includes seats. Cr 
Tramby referred to the Safety by Design guidelines and noted that in 
the proposed heritage precinct the bushes and low wall for seats 
should be removed. 

d) Tim Rodham (SKM) advised the design has been checked by a safety 
audit. 

e) It was agreed that the urban design and landscaping plan for the 
southern section would be referred to MPSC development department 
to provide comment on the suitability of the proposed design.  

f) A CLG member on the Aboriginal artwork committee provided an 
update on the artwork and noted the significant progress including 
involvement of local schools. Artwork design had been submitted and 
local school children will be providing the artwork. 

 

Proposed Gwydir Highway connection overview 
a) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) advised the CLG that the RTA is seeking approval for 

Country West Road Services to continue with additional works: 

i. south of the Mehi River up to and including the bypass 
intersection with Alice Street 

ii. west along Alice Street 

b) These proposed works would connect the northern stage works, 
currently under construction, to the Gwydir Highway (Alice Street). 
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However, traffic may only use this route (called the proposed Gwydir 
Highway connection) following pubic display of the environmental 
assessment and subsequent community comment prior to assessment 
by DoP and possible approval by Minister for Planning. 

c) The proposed Gwydir Highway connection environmental assessment 
is currently being revised following a request from the Department of 
Planning (DoP) for additional information on: 

a. traffic flow at intersections along Alice Street; and 

b. noise in Alice Street 

d) The DoP is likely to display the environmental assessment later this year 
and public comments on the environmental assessment will be 
received by the DoP. 

e) Cr Tramby again stated that MPSC will oppose the Gwydir Highway 
connection unless a contract is awarded for the full southern section.   

f) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) encouraged CLG and MPSC to submit comments to 
DoP. 

g) Jeffrey Hall (RTA) again advised that the RTA is presently seeking 
permission to construct from Mehi River bridge to Alice Street 
intersection but DoP must give approval to proposed Gwydir Highway 
connection before it can be opened and operated. 

h) A CLG participant inquired about access to Gosport Street. Jeffrey Hall 
(RTA) described the vehicle movement restrictions proposed at the 
Alice/Gosport Street intersection and advised that these are presented 
in the proposed Gwydir Highway connection environmental 
assessment. 

i) A CLG participant highlighted the potential access issues for the 
Moree Spa Motor Inn and the Moree Services Club patrons who 
presently turn right into Gosport Street north. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) briefly 
described some of the proposed actions to address the issue of access 
and these will also be detailed in the proposed Gwydir Highway 
connection environmental assessment. 

j) Steve O’Rourke (EMR) spoke of the positives and negatives of the 
environmental assessment and commented on the need to read the 
whole document as the negatives raised will be addressed within the 
document. Jeffrey Hall (RTA) replied that the various options are 
presented in the environmental assessment report including 
advantages and disadvantages. 

k) Cr Tramby requested a monthly meeting and newsletter update. 

l) A CLG participant requested that CLG notes be made available 
earlier and invites sent earlier to CLG meetings. 

m) The CLG was advised that the next meeting will occur in approximately 
two to three months and a site inspection would be a part of the next 
meeting. 

The meeting was declared closed at 7.35pm. 


